
Many signed our EU petition asking the Government to secure the residency and jobs of EU citizens in the UK and UK citizens in the EU.
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NEWHAM LIB DEMS MOVE TO  
BLOCK BREXIT DEPORTATIONS
Lib Dems in Newham are pleased that the EU has put 
the security of residency and jobs of EU citizens in the 
UK (and UK citizens across the EU) at the top of their 
negotiating agenda. There are many EU citizens living 
and working in Newham Borough. Lib Dems OPPOSE 
their post-Brexit deportation and object very strongly 
to the Tories’ use of them as negotiating chips. 
West Ham parliamentary candidate Paul Reynolds 
has called on Newham Council to prepare legal 
protections for families who face separation.

Fighting for an open, tolerant and united Newham, and against a hard Brexit

Paul Reynolds speaking to journalist.

Follow us for more info or get in touch

Local Lib Dems are campaigning to install step-free access.

SIGN OUR PETITION ON STEP-FREE 
ACCESS
Local Lib Dems are running a campaign to install 
step-free access to Upton Park and Plaistow stations. 
TFL wrote to Lib Dem candidate Paul Reynolds, 
refusing to properly equip these stations. When you 
see us with a petition outside these stations please 
sign up. Paul Reynolds said “TFL refuse to install step 
free access to these stations, but they threw away 
£300m on a contract mess up! They need to change 
their priorities”.

@NewhamBDLibDems

facebook.com/newhambdlibdems

newhamliberaldemocrats@gmail.com

www.newhambdlibdems.org.uk



LIB DEM CANDIDATE VOWS TO REVERSE 
BREXIT
Lib Dem parliamentary candidate for West Ham, Paul 
Reynolds, asked local voters to vote Lib Dem and give him 
a mandate to fight to revoke Article 50 and reverse Brexit. 
Paul said “It is still not too late to protect the economy 
and call off Brexit altogether. In the end, there will be 
enormous disruption to the economy for over a decade, 
with very little difference in EU immigration, and the UK 
will still be subject to EU rules, for trade reasons. We will 
sacrifice the economy and that’s it”.

SOCIAL CARE CRISIS
Lib Dems are campaigning for the integration of the 
NHS and social care to take better care of the elderly 
and the infirm in Newham Boro’. We want to see more 
cooperation in Newham between care provision and the 
NHS, and better funding arrangements.

TAX PRICE RISES ON THE WAY
Prices are up in the shops because of Brexit, as readers 
will have noticed! Now there will be HUGE tax rises too in 
the second half of 2017, as well as a slowing economy and 
mortgage rate rises. The truth about Brexit was hidden 
from voters.

BREXIT RELATED RISE IN HATE CRIME
Metropolitan Police reported a 20% increase in hate 
crime in Newham in 2016 following Brexit, and a further 
estimated 20% rise so far in 2017. Islamaphobic attacks 
have increased, with a series of worrying incidents around 
Stratford Station. West Ham parliamentary candidate Paul 
Reynolds says “Brexiteer politicians have not been careful 
enough with their language. Some people are using Brexit 
to justify inexcusable racism and prejudice. Arrests are 
necessary, but reversing Brexit would be society’s best 
response”.

VOTE PAUL REYNOLDS, 
LIBERAL DEMOCRAT, 
ON JUNE 8TH. VOTE  
TO REVERSE BREXIT.
The government has called a General 
Election on 8th June. This is an 
unnecessary election. But it does give 
the voters of West Ham in Newham the 

chance to vote for Paul Reynolds, Liberal Democrat and 
show they are not happy with Brexit. Paul will campaign 
strongly to REVERSE Brexit, in the national interest, to keep 
Britain stable. You know where he stands and you have a 
clear choice!

BE CAREFUL WHO YOU VOTE FOR
Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour party in parliament are 
supporting Brexit. Some Labour MPs are being endorsed 
by UKIP! The Greens are split on Brexit. The only party 
UNITED against Brexit is the Liberal Democrat Party. Local 
resident Ahmed said “I used to vote Labour, but now 
they’ve no ideas about solving our problems and they 
support Brexit! The Lib Dems do actually care about local 
people and getting things done”.
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SHORTAGE OF SMALL BUSINESS 
PREMISES
While vast commercial complexes are built in the 
Olympic Park there is a dire shortage of premises for new 
businesses in Newham. A 10m x 10m lock up can cost 
£1000 per week! Planning policy needs to change in favour 
of smaller workshops and light industrial units.

Join the LIBERAL DEMOCRATS          www.libdems.org.uk/join

MATCH-DAY OVERCROWDING 
STILL UNRESOLVED
West Ham United fans and visitors have 
been complaining about dangerous match 
day overcrowding around Westfield and 

Stratford Station. There has been inadequate investment 
since West Ham moved from Boleyn. Newham Lib Dems 
are campaigning for station improvements, a new 
pedestrian bridge and better signage. What was the 
authorities’ response ? Another new committee! 
Action is needed NOW before there is a catastrophe.


